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Abstract
Many real-world applications involve black-box optimization of multiple objectives using
continuous function approximations that trade-off accuracy and resource cost of evalua-
tion. For example, in rocket launching research, we need to find designs that trade-off
return-time and angular distance using continuous-fidelity simulators (e.g., varying toler-
ance parameter to trade-off simulation time and accuracy) for design evaluations. The goal
is to approximate the optimal Pareto set by minimizing the cost for evaluations. In this
paper, we propose a novel approach referred to as information-Theoretic Multi-Objective
Bayesian Optimization with Continuous Approximations (iMOCA) to solve this problem.
The key idea is to select the sequence of input and function approximations for multi-
ple objectives which maximize the information gain per unit cost for the optimal Pareto
front. Our experiments on diverse synthetic and real-world benchmarks show that iMOCA
significantly improves over existing single-fidelity methods.
1. Introduction
A large number of real-world engineering and scientific design problems involve optimizing
multiple expensive black-box functions with continuous approximations (also called as fideli-
ties) which vary in accuracy and resource cost. For example, in rocket launching research,
the goal is to find designs that trade-off return time and angular distance using continuous-
fidelity simulators which trade-off accuracy of evaluation and simulation time by varying
the tolerance parameter. Solving these problems require finding the optimal Pareto set of
design inputs (as all objectives cannot be optimized simultaneously) while minimizing the
total resource cost of function evaluations.
For solving such expensive blackbox optimization problems, Bayesian optimization (BO)
Shahriari et al. (2016); Baptista and Poloczek (2018); Deshwal et al. (2019, 2020a,b) is an ef-
fective framework. BO methods intelligently select the sequence of inputs for evaluation us-
ing the following three key elements: 1) Surrogate statistical model learned from past func-
tion evaluations data, e.g., Gaussian process (GP); 2) Acquisition function parametrized
by the statistical model to score usefulness of evaluating different inputs, e.g., expected
improvement (EI); and 3) Acquisition function optimization to select the best input for
function evaluation in each BO iteration. There are two broad categories of acquisition
functions in the BO literature: myopic family accounts for local utility of improvement, e.g.,
EI; and non-myopic family relying on global utility for solving the optimization problem
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when evaluating a candidate input, e.g., predictive entropy search Herna´ndez-Lobato and
et al. (2014). Recent work has shown the theoretical and practical benefits of non-myopic
acquisition functions over myopic ones Herna´ndez-Lobato and et al. (2014); Hoffman and
Ghahramani (2015); Wang and Jegelka (2017).
In this paper, we propose a novel approach referred as information-Theoretic Multi-
Objective Bayesian Optimization with Continuous Approximations (iMOCA) to solve multi-
objective optimization problems using continuous-fidelity function evaluations. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to study this continuous fidelity in the multi-objective
setting within the ML literature. The key idea behind iMOCA is to select the sequence of
candidate input and fidelity-vector pairs for evaluation which maximize the information
gained per unit cost about the optimal Pareto front (i.e., non-myopic acquisition function).
To efficiently compute entropy, which is an important step for iMOCA, we develop two qual-
itatively different approximations that make different trade-offs in terms of computation-
time and accuracy. iMOCA extends the single-fidelity multi-objective algorithm MESMO
(Belakaria et al. (2019)) and its discrete-fidelity version (Belakaria et al. (2020c)) to the
more general continuous-fidelity setting.
Contributions. We make the following specific contributions.
• Development of a principled information-theoretic approach referred as iMOCA to
solve multi-objective blackbox optimization problems using continuous function ap-
proximations. Providing two qualitatively different approximations for iMOCA.
• Experimental evaluation on diverse synthetic and real-world benchmark problems to
demonstrate the effectiveness of iMOCA over existing single-fidelity MO algorithms
and a naive continuous-fidelity MO approach.
2. Related work
Multi-fidelity single-objective optimization. acquisition function for single-fidelity
and single-objective BO has been extensively studied (Shahriari et al. (2016)). Canonical
examples of myopic acquisition function include expected improvement (EI) and upper-
confidence bound (UCB). EI was extended to multi-fidelity setting (Huang et al. (2006);
Picheny et al. (2013); Lam et al. (2015)). The popular GP-UCB method (Srinivas et al.
(2009)) was also extended to multi-fidelity setting with discrete fidelities (Kandasamy et al.
(2016)) and continuous fidelities (Kandasamy et al. (2017)).
Entropy based methods fall under the category of non-myopic) acquisition function
Some examples include entropy search (ES) (Hennig and Schuler (2012)) and predictive
entropy search (PES) (Herna´ndez-Lobato and et al. (2014)). Their multi-fidelity extensions
include MT-ES (Swersky et al. (2013); Klein et al. (2017)) and MF-PES (Zhang et al.
(2017); McLeod et al. (2017)). Unfortunately, they inherit the computational difficulties
of the original ES and PES. Max-value entropy search (MES) and output space predictive
entropy search (Wang and Jegelka (2017); Hoffman and Ghahramani (2015)) are recent
approaches that rely on the principle of output space entropy (OSE) search. Prior work
(Wang and Jegelka (2017)) has shown advantages of OSE search in terms of compute-time,
robustness, and accuracy over input space entropy search methods. Recent work (Song
et al. (2019)) proposed a general approach based on mutual information. Takeno et al.
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(2019) extended MES to multi-fidelity setting and showed its effectiveness over MF-PES.
Moss et al. (2020) extended MES to the continuous fidelity and multi-task setting
Single-fidelity multi-objective optimization. Multi-objective algorithms can be clas-
sified into three families. Scalarization methods are model-based algorithms that reduce
the problem to single-objective optimization. ParEGO method (Knowles (2006)) employs
random scalarization for this purpose. ParEGO is simple and fast, but more advanced ap-
proaches often outperform it. Pareto hypervolume optimization methods optimize the Pareto
hypervolume (PHV) metric (Emmerich and Klinkenberg (2008)) that captures the quality
of a candidate Pareto set. This is done by extending the standard acquisition functions to
PHV objective, e.g., expected improvement in PHV (Emmerich and Klinkenberg (2008))
and probability of improvement in PHV (Picheny (2015)). Unfortunately, algorithms to
optimize PHV based acquisition functions scale very poorly and are not feasible for more
than three objectives. To improve scalability, methods to reduce the search space are also
explored (Ponweiser and et al (2008)). A common drawback of this family is that reduction
to single-objective optimization can potentially lead to more exploitative behavior.
Uncertainty reduction methods like PAL (Zuluaga et al. (2013)), PESMO (Herna´ndez-
Lobato et al. (2016)) and the concurrent works USeMO (Belakaria et al. (2020d)) and
MESMO (Belakaria et al. (2019)) are principled algorithms based on information theory.
In each iteration, PAL selects the candidate input for evaluation towards the goal of minimiz-
ing the size of uncertain set. PAL provides theoretical guarantees, but it is only applicable
for input space X with finite set of discrete points. USeMO is a general framework that
iteratively generates a cheap Pareto front using the surrogate models and then selects the
point with highest uncertainty as the next query. USeMOC Belakaria et al. (2020b) is an
extension of USeMO for handling constraints and was applied to design analog circuits Be-
lakaria et al. (2020f). PESMO relies on input space entropy search and iteratively selects
the input that maximizes the information gained about the optimal Pareto set X ∗. Unfortu-
nately, optimizing this acquisition function poses significant challenges: a) requires a series
of approximations, which can be potentially sub-optimal; and b) optimization, even after
approximations, is expensive c) performance is strongly dependent on the number of Monte-
Carlo samples. MESMO (Belakaria et al. (2019)) relies on output space entropy search and
its advantages over PESMO were demonstrated in a recent work Belakaria et al. (2019).
MESMOC Belakaria et al. (2020a) is an extension of MESMO for handling constraints and
was applied to design electrified aviation power systems Belakaria et al. (2020e).
Multi-fidelity multi-objective optimization. Prior work outside ML literature has
considered domain-specific methods that employ single-fidelity multi-objective approaches
in the context of multi-fidelity setting by using the lower fidelities only as an initialization
(Kontogiannis et al. (2018); Ariyarit and et al. (2017)). Specifically, (Ariyarit and et al.
(2017)) employs the single-fidelity algorithm based on expected hypervolume improvement
acquisition function and (Kontogiannis et al. (2018)) employs an algorithm that is very
similar to SMSego. Additionally, both these methods model all fidelities with the same GP
and assume that higher fidelity evaluation is a sum of lower-fidelity evaluation and offset
error. These are strong assumptions and may not hold in general multi-fidelity settings
including the problems we considered in our experimental evaluation. A recent work Be-
lakaria et al. (2020c) proposed a generic approach by generalizing the MESMO algorithm
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Belakaria et al. (2019) for the discrete-fidelity setting. However, this approach assumes the
existence of different functions for each fidelity which makes it hard to extend/apply to the
continuous-fidelity setting. We are not aware of any continuous-fidelity algorithms for MO
problems.
3. Problem Setup
Multi-objective optimization with continuous function approximations. Suppose
X ⊆ <d is a continuous input space. In multi-objective optimization (MO) problems,
our goal is to minimize K ≥ 2 expensive objective functions f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fK(x). The
evaluation of each input x ∈ X results in a vector of K function values y = (y1, y2, · · · , yK),
where yi = fi(x) for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K}. An input x ∈ X is said to Pareto-dominate
another input x′ ∈ X if fi(x) ≤ fi(x′) ∀i and there exists some j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K} such that
fj(x) < fj(x
′). The solution for this MO problem referred as optimal Pareto set X ∗ ⊂ X is
a set of non-dominated inputs and optimal Pareto front is the corresponding set of function
value vectors.
In continuous-fidelity MO problems, we have access to gi(x, zi) where gi is an alternative
function through which we can evaluate cheaper approximations of fi by varying the fidelity
variable zi ∈ Z. Without loss of generality, let Z=[0, 1] be the fidelity space. Fidelities for
each function fi vary in the amount of resources consumed and the accuracy of evaluation,
where zi=0 and z
∗
i =1 refer to the lowest and highest fidelity respectively. At the highest
fidelity z∗i , gi(x, z
∗
i ) = fi(x). Let Ci(x, zi) be the cost of evaluating gi(x, zi). Evaluation of
an input x ∈ X with fidelity vector z = [z1, z2, · · · , zK ] produces an evaluation vector of K
values denoted by y ≡ [y1, y2, · · · , yK ], where yi = gi(x, zi) for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K}, and
the normalized cost of evaluation is C(x, z) = ∑Ki=1 (Ci(x, zi)/Ci(x, z∗i )). We normalize the
cost of each function by the cost of its highest fidelity because the cost units of different
objectives can be different. If the cost is known, it can be directly injected in the latter
expression. However, in some real wold setting, the cost of a function evaluation can be only
known after the function evaluation. For example, in hyper-parameter tuning of a neural
network, the cost of the experiment is defined by the training and inference time, However,
we cannot know the exact needed time until after the experiment is finalised. In this case,
the cost can be modeled by an independent Gaussian process. The predictive mean can be
used during the optimization. The final goal is to recover X ∗ while minimizing the total
cost of function evaluations.
Continuous-fidelity GPs as surrogate models. Let D = {(xi,yi, zi)}t−1i=1 be the
training data from past t-1 function evaluations, where xi ∈ X is an input and yi =
[y1, y2, · · · , yK ] is the output vector resulting from evaluating functions g1, g2, · · · , gK for xi
at fidelities z1, z2, · · · , zK respectively. We learnK surrogate statistical models GP1, · · · ,GPK
from D, where each model GPj corresponds to the jth function gj . Continuous fidelity
GPs (CF-GPs) are capable of modeling functions with continuous fidelities within a single
model. Hence, we employ CF-GPs to build surrogate statistical models for each function.
Specifically, we use the CF-GP model proposed in Kandasamy et al. (2017). W.l.o.g, we
assume that our functions gj are defined over the spaces X = [0, 1]d and Z = [0, 1]. Let
gj ∼ GPj(0, κj) such that yj = gj(zj ,x) + , where  ∼ N (0, η2) and κ : (Z × X )2 → R is
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the prior covariance matrix defined on the product of input and fidelity spaces.
κj([zj ,x], [z
′
j ,x
′]) = κjX (x,x′) · κjZ(zj , z′j)
where κjX , κjZ are radial kernels over X and Z spaces respectively. Z controls the smooth-
ness of gj over the fidelity space to be able to share information across different fidelities.
A key advantage of this model is that it integrates all fidelities into one single GP for infor-
mation sharing. We denote the posterior mean and standard deviation of gj conditioned on
D by µgj (x, zj) and σgj (x, zj). We denote the posterior mean and standard deviation of the
highest fidelity functions fj(x) = gj(x, z
∗
j ) by µfj (x) = µgj (x, z
∗
j ) and σfj (x) = σgj (x, z
∗
j )
respectively. We define σ2gj ,fj (x) as the predictive co-variance between a lower fidelity zj
and the highest fidelity z∗j at the same x.
Table of Notations. For the sake of reader, Table 1 provides all the mathematical nota-
tions used in this paper.
Notation Definition
x,y, z Bold notation represents vectors
f1, f2, · · · , fK Highest fidelity objective functions
g1, g2, · · · , gK General objective functions with low and high fidelities
f˜j Function sampled from the highest fidelity of the jth Gaussian process model
g˜j Function sampled from the jth Gaussian process model at fidelity zj
x Input vector
z1, z2, · · · , zK The fidelity variables for each function
z Fidelity vector
z∗ = [z∗1 , z∗2 , · · · , z∗K ] Fidelity vector with all fidelities at their highest value
yj jth function gj evaluated at fidelity zj
y = [y1, y2, · · · , yK ] Output vector resulting from evaluating g1, g2, · · · , gK
for xi at fidelities z1, z2, · · · , zK respectively
f = [f1, f2, · · · , fK ] Output vector resulting from evaluating functions f1, f2, · · · , fK
or equivalently g1, g2, · · · , gK for xi at fidelities z∗1 , z∗2 , · · · , z∗K respectively
F∗ true Pareto front of the highest fidelity functions [f1, f2, · · · , fK ]
F∗s Pareto front of the sampled highest fidelity functions [f˜1, f˜2, · · · , f˜K ]
Cj(x, zj) cost of evaluating jth function gj at fidelity zj
C(x, z) total normalized cost C(x, z) = ∑Ki=1 (Ci(x, zi)/Ci(x, z∗i ))
X Input space
Z Fidelity space
Z(j)t Reduced fidelity space for function gj at iteration t
Zr Reduced fidelity space over all the functions
ξ Information gap
β
(j)
t Exploration/exploitation parameter for function gj at iteration t
I Information gain
Table 1: Mathematical notations and their associated definition.
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4. iMOCA Algorithm with Two Approximations
We first describe the key idea behind our proposed iMOCA algorithm including the main
challenges. Next, we present our algorithmic solution to address those challenges.
Key Idea of iMOCA: The acquisition function behind iMOCA employs principle of
output space entropy search to select the sequence of input and fidelity-vector (one for
each objective) pairs. iMOCA is applicable for solving MO problems in both continuous
and discrete fidelity settings. The key idea is to find the pair {xt, zt} that maximizes the
information gain I per unit cost about the Pareto front of the highest fidelities (denoted by
F∗), where {xt, zt} represents a candidate input xt evaluated at a vector of fidelities zt =
[z1, z2, · · · , zK ] at iteration t. Importantly, iMOCA performs joint search over input space
X and reduced fidelity space Zr over fidelity vectors for this selection.
(xt, zt)← argmaxx∈X ,z∈Zr αt(x, z) , where αt(x, z) = I({x,y, z},F∗|D)/C(x, z) (4.1)
In the following sections, we describe the details and steps of our proposed algorithm
iMOCA. We start by explaining the bottlenecks of continuous fidelity optimization due
to the infinite size of the fidelity space followed by describing a principled approach to
reduce the fidelity space. Subsequently, we present the computational steps of our pro-
posed acquisition function: Information gain per unit cost for each candidate input and
fidelity-vector pair.
4.1 Approach to Reduce Fidelity Search Space
In this work, we focus primarily on MO problems with continuous fidelity space. The
continuity of this space results in infinite number of fidelity choices. Thus, selecting an
informative and meaningful fidelity becomes a major bottleneck. Therefore, we reduce the
search space over fidelity-vector variables in a principled manner guided by the learned
statistical models Kandasamy et al. (2017). Our fidelity space reduction method is in-
spired from BOCA for single-objective optimization Kandasamy et al. (2017). We apply
the method in BOCA to each of the objective functions to be optimized in MO setting.
A favourable setting for continuous-fidelity methods would be for the lower fidelities
gj to be informative about the highest fidelity fj . Let hj be the bandwith parameter of
the fidelity kernel κjZ and let ξ : Z → [0, 1] be a measure of the gap in information
about gj(., z
∗
j ) when queried at zj 6= z∗j with ξ(zj) ≈
‖zj−z∗j ‖
hj
for the squared exponential
kernels Kandasamy et al. (2017). A larger hj will result in gj being smoother across Z.
Consequently, lower fidelities will be more informative about fj and the information gap
ξ(zj) will be smaller.
To determine an informative fidelity for each function in iteration t, we reduce the space
Z and select zj from the subset Z(j)t defined as follows:
Z(j)t (x) = {{zj ∈ Z\{z∗j }, σgj (x, zj) > γ(zj), ξ(zj) > β
(j)
t ‖ξ‖∞} ∪ {z∗j }} (4.2)
where γ(zj) = ξ(zj)(
Cj(x,zj)
Cj(x,z∗j ))
q and q = 1pj+d+2 with pj , d the dimensions of Z and X re-
spectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that pj = 1. β
(j)
t =
√
0.5 ln(2t+1hj ) is
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the exploration/exploitation parameter Srinivas et al. (2009).We denote by Zr = {Z(j)t , j ∈
{1 . . .K}}, the reduced fidelity space for all K functions.
We filter out the fidelities for each objective function at BO iteration t using the above-
mentioned two conditions. We provide intuitive explanation of these conditions below.
The first condition σgj (x, zj) > γ(zj): A reasonable multi-fidelity strategy would query
the cheaper fidelities in the beginning to learn about the function gj by consuming the least
possible cost budget and later query from higher fidelities in order to gain more accurate
information. Since the final goal is to optimize fj , the algorithm should also query from the
highest-fidelity. However, the algorithm might never query from higher fidelities due to their
high cost. This condition will make sure that lower fidelities are likely to be queried, but
not excessively and the algorithm will move toward querying higher fidelities as iterations
progress. Since γ(zj) is monotonically increasing in Cj , this condition can be easily satisfied
by cheap fidelities. However, if a fidelity is very far from z∗j , then the information gap ξ
will increase and hence, uninformative fidelities would be discarded. Therefore, γ(zj) will
guarantee achieving a good trade-off between resource cost and information.
The second condition ξ(zj) > β
(j)
t ‖ξ‖∞: We recall that if the first subset of Z(j)t is
empty, the algorithm will automatically evaluate the highest-fidelity z∗j . However, if it is
not empty, and since the fidelity space is continuous (infinite number of choices for zj), the
algorithm might query fidelities that are very close to z∗j and would cost nearly the same
as z∗j without being as informative as z
∗
j . The goal of this condition is to prevent such
situations by excluding fidelities in the small neighborhood of z∗j and querying z
∗
j instead.
Since β
(j)
t increases with t and ξ is increasing as we move away from z
∗
j , this neighborhood
is shrinking and the algorithm will eventually query z∗j .
4.1.1 Naive-CFMO: A Simple Continuous-Fidelity MO Baseline
In this section, we first describe a simple baseline approach referred as Naive-CFMO to
solve continuous-fidelity MO problems by combining the above-mentioned fidelity space
reduction approach with existing multi-objective BO methods. Next, we explain the key
drawbacks of Naive-CFMO and how our proposed iMOCA algorithm overcomes them.
A straightforward way to construct a continuous-fidelity MO method is to perform a
two step selection process similar to the continuous-fidelity single-objective BO algorithm
proposed in Kandasamy et al. (2017):
Step 1) Select the input x that maximizes the acquisition function at the highest fidelity.
This can be done using any existing multi-objective BO algorithm.
Step 2) Evaluate x at the cheapest valid fidelity for each function in the reduced fidelity
space Z(j)t (x) computed using the reduction approach mentioned in the previous section.
Since we are studying information gain based methods in this work, we instantiate Naive-
CFMO using the state-of-the-art information-theoretic MESMO algorithm Belakaria et al.
(2019) for Step 1. Algorithm 2 shows the complete pseudo-code of Naive-CFMO.
Drawbacks of Naive-CFMO: Unfortunately, Naive-CFMO has two major drawbacks.
• The acquisition function solely relies on the highest-fidelity fj . Therefore, it does
not capture and leverage the statistical relation between different fidelities and full-
information provided by the global function gj .
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• Generally, there is a dependency between the fidelity space and the input space
in continuous-fidelity problems. Therefore, selecting an input that maximizes the
highest-fidelity and then evaluating it at a different fidelity can result in a mismatch
in the evaluation process leading to poor performance and slower convergence.
iMOCA vs. Naive-CFMO: Our proposed iMOCA algorithm overcomes the drawbacks
of Naive-CFMO as follows.
• iMOCA’s acquisition function maximizes the information gain per unit cost across all
fidelities by capturing the relation between fidelities and the impact of resource cost
on information gain.
• iMOCA performs joint search over input and fidelity space to select the input variable
x ∈ X and fidelity variables z ∈ Zr while maximizing the proposed acquisition func-
tion. Indeed, our experimental results demonstrate the advantages of iMOCA over
Naive-CFMO.
4.2 Information-Theoretic Continuous-Fidelity Acquisition Function
In this section, we explain the technical details of the acquisition function behind iMOCA.
We propose two approximations for the computation of information gain per unit cost.
The information gain in equation 4.1 is defined as the expected reduction in entropy
H(.) of the posterior distribution P (F∗|D) due to evaluating x at fidelity vector z. Based
on the symmetric property of information gain, the latter can be rewritten as follows:
I({x,y, z},F∗|D) = H(y|D,x, z)− EF∗ [H(y|D,x, z,F∗)] (4.3)
In equation 4.3, the first term is the entropy of a K-dimensional Gaussian distribution that
can be computed in closed form as follows:
H(y|D,x, z) =
K∑
j=1
ln(
√
2pie σgj (x, zj)) (4.4)
In equation 4.3, the second term is an expectation over the Pareto front of the highest
fidelities F∗. This term can be approximated using Monte-Carlo sampling:
EF∗ [H(y|D,x, z,F∗)] ' 1
S
S∑
s=1
[H(y|D,x, z,F∗s )] (4.5)
where S is the number of samples and F∗s denote a sample Pareto front obtained over the
highest fidelity functions sampled from K surrogate models. To compute Equation 4.5,
we provide algorithmic solutions to construct Pareto front samples F∗s and to compute the
entropy with respect to a given Pareto front sample F∗s .
Computing Pareto front samples: We first sample highest fidelity functions f˜1, · · · , f˜K
from the posterior CF-GP models via random fourier features Herna´ndez-Lobato and et al.
(2014); Rahimi and Recht (2008). This is done similar to prior work Herna´ndez-Lobato
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et al. (2016); Wang and Jegelka (2017). We solve a cheap MO optimization problem over
the K sampled functions f˜1, · · · , f˜K using the popular NSGA-II algorithm Deb et al. (2002)
to compute the sample Pareto front F∗s .
Entropy computation for a given Pareto front sample: Let F∗s = {v1, · · · ,vl} be
the sample Pareto front, where l is the size of the Pareto front and each vi = {vi1, · · · , viK} is
a K-vector evaluated at the K sampled highest-fidelity functions. The following inequality
holds for each component yj of y = (y1, · · · , yK) in the entropy term H(y|D,x, z,F∗s ):
yj ≤ f j∗s ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,K} (4.6)
where f j∗s = max{v1j , · · · vlj}. Essentially, this inequality says that the jth component of
y (i.e., yj) is upper-bounded by a value, which is the maximum of j
th components of
all l vectors {v1, · · · ,vl} in the Pareto front F∗s . For the ease of notation, we drop the
dependency on x and z. We use fj to denote fj(x) = gj(x, z
∗
j ), the evaluation of the highest
fidelity at x and yj to denote gj(x, zj) the evaluation of gj at a lower fidelity zj 6= z∗j .
The proof of 4.6 can be divided into two cases: a) If yj is evaluated at its highest fidelity
(i.e, zj = z
∗
j and yj = fj), we provide a proof by contradiction for inequality 4.6. Suppose
there exists some component fj of f such that fj > f
j∗
s . However, by definition, f is a
non-dominated point because no point dominates it in the jth dimension. This results in
f ∈ F∗s which is a contradiction. Therefore, inequality 4.6 holds. b) If yj is evaluated
at one of its lower fidelities (i.e, zj 6= z∗j ), the proof follows from the assumption that
the value of lower fidelity of an objective is usually smaller than the corresponding higher
fidelity, i.e., yj ≤ fj ≤ f j∗s . This is especially true for real-world optimization problems.
For example, in optimizing the accuracy of a neural network with respect to its hyper-
parameters, a commonly employed fidelity is the number of data samples used for training.
It is reasonable to believe that the accuracy is always higher for the higher fidelity.
By combining the inequality 4.6 and the fact that each function is modeled as an inde-
pendent CF-GP, a common property of entropy measure allows us to decompose the entropy
of a set of independent variables into a sum over entropies of individual variables Cover and
Thomas (2012):
H(y|D,x, z,F∗s ) '
K∑
j=1
H(yj |D,x, zj , f j∗s ) (4.7)
The computation of 4.7 requires the computation of the entropy of p(yj |D,x, zj , f j∗s ). This
is a conditional distribution that depends on the value of zj and can be expressed as
H(yj |D,x, zj , yj ≤ f j∗s ). This entropy can be computed using two different approxima-
tions as described below:
Truncated Gaussian approximation (iMOCA-T): As a consequence of 4.6, which
states that yj ≤ f j∗s also holds for all fidelities, the entropy of p(yj |D,x, zj , f j∗s ) can also be
approximated by the entropy of a truncated Gaussian distribution and expressed as follows:
H(yj |D,x, zj , yj ≤ f j∗s ) = ln(
√
2pie σgj ) + ln Φ(γ
(gj)
s )− γ
(gj)
s φ(γ
(gj)
s )
2Φ(γ
(gj)
s )
where γ
(gj)
s =
f j∗s − µgj
σgj
(4.8)
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From equations 4.5, 4.4, and 4.8, we get the final expression of iMOCA-T as shown below:
αt(x, z,F∗) = 1C(x, z)S
K∑
j=1
S∑
s=1
γ
(gj)
s φ(γ
(gj)
s )
2Φ(γ
(gj)
s )
− ln(Φ(γ(gj)s )) (4.9)
Extended-skew Gaussian approximation (iMOCA-E): Although equation 4.9 is
sufficient for computing the entropy, this entropy can be mathematically interpreted and
computed with a different approximation. The condition yj ≤ f j∗s , is originally expressed
as fj ≤ f j∗s . Substituting this condition with it’s original equivalent, the entropy becomes
H(yj |D,x, zj , fj ≤ f j∗s ). Since yj is an evaluation of the function gj while fj is an evaluation
of the function fj , we observe that yj |fj ≤ f j∗s follows an extended-skew Gaussian (ESG)
distribution Moss et al. (2020); Azzalini (1985). It has been shown that the differential
entropy of an ESG does not have a closed form expression Arellano-Valle et al. (2013).
Therefore, we derive a simplified expression where most of the terms are analytical by
manipulating the components of the entropy. We use the derivation of the entropy based
on ESG formulation, proposed in (Moss et al. (2020)), for the multi-objective setting.
In order to simplify the calculation H(yj |D,x, zj , fj ≤ f j∗s ), let us define the normalized
variable Γ
fj∗s
as Γ
fj∗s
=
yj−µgj
γgj
|fj ≤ f j∗s . Γfj∗s is an ESG with p.d.f whose mean µΓfj∗s and
variance σΓ
f
j∗
s
are defined in Appendix A. We define the predictive correlation between yj
and fj as τ =
σ2gj ,fj
σgjσfj
. The entropy can be computed using the following expression. Due to
lack of space, we only provide the final expression. Complete derivation for equations 4.10
and 4.11 are provided in Appendix A.
H(yj |D,x, zj , fj ≤ f j∗s ) = ln(
√
2pie σgj ) + ln(Φ(γ
(fj)
s ))− τ2φ(γ
(fj)
s )γ
(fj)
s
2Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
− Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[
ln(Φ(
γ
(fj)
s − τu√
1− τ2 ))
]
(4.10)
From equations 4.5, 4.4 and 4.10, the final expression of iMOCA-E can be expressed as
follow:
αt(x, z,F∗) = 1C(x, z)S
K∑
j=1
S∑
s=1
τ2
γ
(fj)
s φ(γ
(fj)
s )
2Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
− ln(Φ(γ(fj)s )) + Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[ln(Φ(
γ
(fj)
s − τu√
1− τ2 ))]
(4.11)
The expression given by equation 4.11 is mostly analytical except for the last term. We
perform numerical integration via Simpsons rule using µΓ
f
j∗
s
∓ γ
√
σ(Γ
fj∗s
) as the integral
limits. Since this integral is over one-dimension variable, numerical integration can result
in a tight approximation with low computational cost. Complete pseudo-code of iMOCA is
shown in Algorithm 1.
Generality of the two approximations: We observe that for any fixed value of
x, when we choose the highest-fidelity for each function z=z∗: a) For iMOCA-T, we will
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have gi = fj ; and b) For iMOCA-E, we will have τ = 1. Consequently, both equation 4.9
and equation 4.11 will degenerate to the acquisition function of MESMO optimizing only
highest-fidelity functions:
αt(x,F∗) = 1
S
K∑
j=1
S∑
s=1
γ
(fj)
s φ(γ
(fj)
s )
2Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
− ln(Φ(γ(fj)s )) (4.12)
The main advantages of our proposed acquisition function are: cost-efficiency, computational-
efficiency, and robustness to the number of Monte-Carlo samples. Indeed, our experiments
demonstrate these advantages over state-of-the-art single-fidelity MO algorithms.
Algorithm 1 iMOCA Algorithm
Input: input space X ; K blackbox functions fj and
their continuous approximations gj ; total budget Ctotal
1: Initialize continuous fidelity gaussian process
GP1, · · · ,GPK by initial points D
2: While Ct ≤ Ctotal do
3: for each sample s ∈ 1, · · · , S:
4: Sample highest-fidelity functions f˜j ∼ GPj(., z∗j )
5: F∗s ← Solve cheap MOO over (f˜1, · · · , f˜K)
6: Find the query based on F∗ = {F∗s , s ∈ {1 . . . S}}
7: // Choose one of the two approximations
8: If approx = T // Use eq 4.9 for αt (iMOCA-T)
9: select (xt, zt) ← argmaxx∈X ,z∈Zr αt(x, z,F∗)
10: If approx = E // Use eq 4.11 for αt (iMOCA-E)
11: select (xt, zt)← argmaxx∈X ,z∈Zr αt(x, z,F∗)
12: Update the total cost: Ct ← Ct + C(xt, zt)
13: Aggregate data: D ← D ∪ {(xt,yt, zt)}
14: Update models GP1, · · · ,GPK
15: t← t+ 1
16: end while
17: return Pareto front and Pareto set of black-box func-
tions f1(x), · · · , fK(x)
Algorithm 2 Naive-CFMO Algorithm
Input: input space X ; K blackbox functions fj and
their continuous approximations gj ; total budget Ctotal
1: Initialize continuous fidelity gaussian process
GP1, · · · ,GPK by evaluating at initial points D
2: While Ct ≤ Ctotal do
3: for each sample s ∈ 1, · · · , S:
4: Sample highest-fidelity functions f˜j ∼ GPj(., z∗j )
5: F∗s ← Solve cheap MOO over (f˜1, · · · , f˜K)
6: Find the query based on F∗ = {F∗s , s ∈ {1 . . . S}}:
7: // Use eq 4.12 for αt (MESMO)
8: select xt ← argmaxx∈X αt(x,F∗)
9: for j ∈ 1 · · ·K do
10: select zj ← argmin
zj∈Z(j)t (xt)∪{z∗j }
Ci(xt, zj)
11: Fidelity vector zt ← [z1 . . . zK ]
12: Update the total cost: Ct ← Ct + C(xt, zt)
13: Aggregate data: D ← D ∪ {(xt,yt, zt)}
14: Update models GP1, · · · ,GPK
15: t← t+ 1
16: end while
17: return Pareto front and Pareto set of black-box func-
tions f1(x), · · · , fK(x)
5. Experiments and Results
In our experiments, we employed CF-GP models as described in section 3 with squared
exponential kernels. We initialize the surrogate models of all functions with same number
of points selected randomly from both lower and higher fidelities.
We compare iMOCA with several baselines: six state-of-the-art single-fidelity MO algo-
rithms (ParEGO, SMSego, EHI, SUR, PESMO, and MESMO), one naive continuous-fidelity
baseline that we proposed in Section 4.1.1. For experiments in discrete fidelity setting, the
number of fidelities is very limited. Thus, the fidelity space reduction method deem mean-
ingless in this case. Therefore, we employ iMOCA without the fidelity space reduction.
Additionally, we compare to the state-of-the-art discrete fidelity method MF-OSEMO. MF-
OSEMO has two variants: MF-OSEMO-TG and MF-OSEMO-NI. Since MF-OSEMO-TG
has the same formulation as iMOCA-T and provide similar results, we compare only to
MF-OSEMO-NI.
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5.1 Synthetic Benchmarks
We evaluate our algorithm iMOCA and baselines on four different synthetic benchmarks.
We construct two problems using a combination of benchmark functions for continuous-
fidelity and single-objective optimization (Surjanovic and Bingham): Branin,Currin (with
K=2, d=2) and Ackley, Rosen, Sphere (with K=3, d=5). To show the effectiveness of
iMOCA on settings with discrete fidelities, we employ two of the known general MO bench-
marks: QV (with K=2, d=8) and DTLZ1 (with K=6, d=5) (Habib et al. (2019); Shu et al.
(2018)). Due to lack of space, we provide their complete details in Appendix B.1. The titles
of plots in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 denote the corresponding experiments.
Figure 1: Results of iMOCA and the baselines algorithms on synthetic benchmarks and real-
world problems. The PHV metric is presented against the total resource cost of function
evaluations.
5.2 Real-world Engineering Design Optimization Problems
We evaluate iMOCA and baselines on four real-world design optimization problems from
diverse engineering domains. We provide the details of these problems below.
Analog circuit design optimization. Design of a voltage regulator via Cadence
circuit simulator that imitate the real hardware (Hong and et al (2019)). Each candidate
circuit design is defined by 33 input variables (d=33). We optimize nine objectives: effi-
ciency, four output voltages, and four output ripples. This problem has a continuous-fidelity
space with cost varying from 10 mins to 120 mins.
Panel structure design for large vessels. The deck structure in large vessels com-
monly require the design of panels resisting uni-axial compression in the direction of the
stiffeners (Zhu et al. (2014)). We consider optimizing the trade-off between two objective
functions: weight and strength of the panel. These functions depend on six input variables
(d=6): one of them is the number of stiffeners used and five others relating to the plate
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thickness and stiffener dimensions. This problem has a discrete fidelity setting: two fidelities
with computational costs 1 min and 21 mins respectively.
Rocket launching simulation. Rocket launching studies (Hasbun (2012)) require
several long and computationally-expensive simulations to reach an optimal design. In
this problem, we have three input variables (d = 3): mass of fuel, launch height, and
launch angle. The three objective functions are return time, angular distance, and difference
between the launch angle and the radius at the point of launch.
The simulator has a parameter that can be adjusted to perform continuous fidelity
simulations. We employ the parameter range to vary the cost from 0.05 to 30 mins.
Network-on-chip. Communication infrastructure is critical for efficient data move-
ment in hardware chips and they are designed using cycle-accurate simulators. We consider
a dataset of 1024 configurations of a network-on-chip with ten input variables (d=10) (Che
et al. (2009)). We optimize two objectives: latency and energy. This problem has two
discrete fidelities with costs 3 mins and 45 mins respectively.
5.3 Results and Analysis
We compare iMOCA with both approximations (iMOCA-T and iMOCA-E) to all baselines.
We employ two known metrics for evaluating the quality of a given Pareto front: Pareto
hypervolume (PHV ) metric and R2 indicator. PHV (Zitzler (1999)) is defined as the
volume between a reference point and the given Pareto front; and R2 is a distance-based
metric defined as the average distance between two Pareto-fronts. We report both the
difference in the hyper-volume, and the average distance between an optimal Pareto front
(F∗) and the best recovered Pareto front estimated by optimizing the posterior mean of the
models at the highest fidelities (Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. (2016)). The mean and variance
of PHV and R2 metrics across 10 different runs are reported as a function of the total cost.
Fig. 1 shows the PHV results of all the baselines and iMOCA for synthetic and real-
world experiments (Fig. 3 in Appendix B.2 shows the corresponding R2 results). We ob-
serve that: 1) iMOCA consistently outperforms all baselines. Both iMOCA-T and iMOCA-
E have significantly lower converge cost. 2) iMOCA-E shows a better convergence rate
than iMOCA-T. This result can be explained by its tighter approximation. Nevertheless,
iMOCA-T displays very close or sometimes better results than iMOCA-E. This demon-
strates that even with loose approximation, using the iMOCA-T approximation can provide
consistently competitive results using less computation time. 3) For experiments with the
discrete fidelity setting, iMOCA most of the times outperformed MF-OSEMO or produced
very close results. It is important to note that MF-OSEMO is an algorithm designed specif-
ically for the discrete-fidelity setting. Therefore, the competitive performance of iMOCA
shows its effectiveness and generalisability.
Figure 2 in appendix B.2 shows the results of evaluating iMOCA and PESMO with
varying number of Monte-Carlo samples S ∈ {1, 10, 100}. For ease of comparison and
readability, we present these results in two different figures side by side. We observe that
the convergence rate of PESMO is dramatically affected by the number of MC samples S.
However, iMOCA-T and iMOCA-E maintain a better performance consistently even with a
single sample. These results strongly demonstrate that our method iMOCA is much more
robust to the number of Monte-Carlo samples.
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Table 2: Best convergence cost from all baselines CB, Worst convergence cost for iMOCA
C, and cost reduction factor G.
Name BC ARS Circuit Rocket
CB 200 300 115000 9500
C 30 100 55000 2000
G 85% 66.6% 52.1% 78.9%
Cost reduction factor. We also provide the cost reduction factor for experiments with
continuous fidelities, which is the percentage of gain in the convergence cost when compared
to the best performing baseline (the earliest cost for which any of the single-fidelity baselines
converge). Although this metric gives advantage to baselines, the results in Table 2 show a
consistently high gain ranging from 52.1% to 85%.
6. Conclusions
We introduced a novel approach referred as iMOCA to solve multi-objective Bayesian op-
timization problems with continuous function approximations. The key idea is to select
inputs and function approximations for evaluation which maximizes the information gained
per unit cost about the optimal Pareto front. Our experimental results on diverse bench-
marks showed that iMOCA consistently outperforms state-of-the-art single-fidelity methods
and a naive continuous-fidelity MO algorithm.
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Appendix A. Full derivation of acquisition function
Our goal is to derive a full approximation for iMOCA algorithm. In this appendix, we
provide the technical details of the extended-skew Gaussian approximation (iMOCA-E) for
the computation of the information gain per unit cost.
The information gain in equation 4.1 is defined as the expected reduction in entropy
H(.) of the posterior distribution P (F∗|D) due to evaluating x at fidelity vector z. Based
on the symmetric property of information gain, we can rewrite it as shown below:
I({x,y, z},F∗|D) = H(y|D,x, z)− EF∗ [H(y|D,x, z,F∗)] (A.1)
In equation A.1, the first term is the entropy of a K-dimensional Gaussian distribution that
can be computed in closed form as follows:
H(y|D,x, z) =
K∑
j=1
ln(
√
2pie σgj (x, zj)) (A.2)
The second term of equation A.1 is an expectation over the Pareto front of the highest
fidelities F∗. This term can be approximated using Monte-Carlo sampling:
EF∗ [H(y|D,x, z,F∗)] ' 1
S
S∑
s=1
[H(y|D,x, z,F∗s )] (A.3)
In the main paper, we showed that :
yj ≤ f j∗s ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,K} (A.4)
By combining the inequality A.4 and the fact that each function is modeled as an indepen-
dent CF-GP, a common property of entropy measure allows us to decompose the entropy of
a set of independent variables into a sum over entropies of individual variables Cover and
Thomas (2012):
H(y|D,x, z,F∗s ) '
K∑
j=1
H(yj |D,x, zj , f j∗s ) (A.5)
In what follows, we provide details of iMOCA-E approximation to computeH(yj |D,x, zj , f j∗s ).
The condition yj ≤ f j∗s , is originally expressed as fj ≤ f j∗s . Substituting this condition
with it’s original equivalent, the entropy becomes H(yj |D,x, zj , fj ≤ f j∗s ). Since yj is
an evaluation of the function gj and fj is an evaluation of the function fj , we make the
observation that yj |fj ≤ f j∗s follows an extended-skew Gaussian (ESG) distribution Azzalini
(1985). It had been shown that the differential entropy of an ESG does not have a closed-
form expression Arellano-Valle et al. (2013). Therefore, we derive a simplified expression
where most of the terms are analytical by manipulating the components of the entropy as
shown below.
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In order to simplify the calculation H(yj |D,x, zj , fj ≤ f j∗s ), we start by deriving an
expression for its probability distribution. Based on the definition of the conditional distri-
bution of a bi-variate normal, fj |yj is normally distributed with mean µfj +
σfj
σgj
τ(yj − µgj )
and variance σ2fj (1− τ)2, where τ =
σ2gj ,fj
σgjσfj
is the predictive correlation between yj and fj .
We can now write the cumulative distribution function for yj |fj ≤ f j∗s as shown below:
P (yj ≤ u|fj ≤ f j∗s ) =
P (yj ≤ u, fj ≤ f j∗s )
P (fj ≤ f j∗s )
=
∫ u
−∞ φ
(
θ−µgj
σgj
)
Φ
(
fj∗s −µfj−
σfj
σgj
τ(θ−µgj )√
σ2fj
(1−τ)2
)
dθ
σgjΦ
(
fj∗s −µfj
σfj
)
Let us define the normalized variable Γ
fj∗s
as Γ
fj∗s
=
yj−µgj
γgj
|fj ≤ f j∗s . After differentiating
with respect to u, we can express the probability density function for Γ
fj∗s
as:
P (u) =
φ(u)
Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
Φ(
γ
(fj)
s − τu√
1− τ2 )
which is the density of an ESG with mean and variance defined as follows:
µΓ
f
j∗
s
= τ
φ(γ
(fj)
s )
Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
, σΓ
f
j∗
s
= 1− τ2 φ(γ
(fj)
s )
Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
[
γ
(fj)
s +
φ(γ
(fj)
s )
Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
]
(A.6)
Therefore, we can express the entropy of the ESG as shown below:
H(Γ
fj∗s
) = −
∫
P (u) ln(P (u))du (A.7)
We also derive a more simplified expression of the iMOCA-E acquisition function based on
ESG. For a fixed sample fs
j∗, H(Γ
fj∗s
) can be decomposed as follows:
H(Γ
fj∗s
) = Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[
− ln(φ(u)) + ln(Φ(γ(fj)s ))− ln(Φ(γ
(fj)
s − τu√
1− τ2 ))
]
(A.8)
We expand the first term as shown below:
Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[− ln(φ(u))] = 1
2
ln(2pi) +
1
2
Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[
u2
]
(A.9)
From the mean and variance of Γ
fj∗s
in equation A.6, we get:
Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[
u2
]
= µ2Γ
f
j∗
s
+ σΓ
f
j∗
s
= 1− τ2φ(γ
(fj)
s )γ
(fj)
s
Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
(A.10)
We note that the final entropy can be computed using the following expression.
H(yj |D,x, zj , yj ≤ f j∗s ) = H(Γfj∗s ) + ln(σgj ) (A.11)
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By combining equations A.8 and A.11, we get:
H(yj |D,x, zj , fj ≤ f j∗s ) = ln(
√
2pie σgj ) + ln(Φ(γ
(fj)
s ))− τ2φ(γ
(fj)
s )γ
(fj)
s
2Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
− Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[
ln(Φ(
γ
(fj)
s − τu√
1− τ2 ))
]
(A.12)
From equations A.3, A.2, and A.12, the final expression of iMOCA-E can be expressed
as follows:
αt(x, z,F∗) = 1C(x, z)S
K∑
j=1
S∑
s=1
τ2
γ
(fj)
s φ(γ
(fj)
s )
2Φ(γ
(fj)
s )
− ln(Φ(γ(fj)s )) + Eu∼Γ
f
j∗
s
[ln(Φ(
γ
(fj)
s − τu√
1− τ2 ))]
Since the differential entropy of an ESG cannot be computed analytically, we perform nu-
merical integration via Simpsons rule using µΓ
f
j∗
s
∓ γ√σΓ
f
j∗
s
as the integral limits. In
practice, we set γ to 5. Since this integral is over one-dimension variable, numerical inte-
gration can result in a tight approximation with small amount of computation.
Appendix B. Additional Experiments and Results
B.1 Description of Synthetic Benchmarks
In what follows, we provide complete details of the synthetic benchmarks employed in
this paper. Since our algorithm is designed for maximization settings, we provide the
benchmarks in their maximization form.
1) Branin, Currin experiment
In this experiment, we construct a multi-objective problem using a combination of existing
single-objective optimization benchmarks Kandasamy et al. (2017). It has two functions
with two dimensions (K=2 and d=2).
Branin function: We use the following function where C(z) = 0.05 + z6.5
g(x, z) = − (a(x2 − b(z)x21 + c(z)x1 − r)2 + s(1− t(z))cos(x1) + s)
where a = 1, b(z) = 5.1/(4pi2)− 0.01(1− z), c(z) = 5/pi − 0.1(1− z), r = 6, s = 10 and
t(z) = 1/(8pi) + 0.05(1− z).
Currin exponential function: We use C(z) = 0.1 + z2
g(x, z) = −
(
1− 0.1(1− z) exp
(−1
2x2
))(
2300x31 + 1900x
2
1 + 2092x1 + 60
100x31 + 500x
2
1 + 4x1 + 20
)
.
2) Ackley, Rosen, Sphere experiment
In this experiment, we construct a multi-objective problem using a combination of existing
single-objective optimization benchmarks Wu and Frazier (2018). It has three functions
with five dimensions (K=3 and d=5). For all functions, we employed C(z) = 0.05 + z6.5
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Ackley function
g(x, z) = −
−20 exp
−0.2
√√√√1
d
d∑
i=1
x2i
− exp[1
d
d∑
i=1
cos(2pixi)
]
+ e+ 20
− 0.01(1− z)
Rosenbrock function:
g(x, z) = −
d−1∑
i=1
[
100
(
xi+1 − x2i + 0.01(1− z)
)2
+ (1− xi)2
]
Sphere function:
g(x, z) = −
d∑
i=1
x2i − 0.01(1− z)
3) DTLZ1 experiment
In this experiment, we solve a problem from the general multi-objective optimization bench-
marks Habib et al. (2019). We have six functions with five dimensions (K=6 and d=5) with a
discrete fidelity setting. Each function has three fidelities in which z takes three values from
{0.2, 0.6, 1} with z∗=1. The cost of evaluating each fidelity function is C(z)={0.01, 0.1, 1}
gj(x, z) = fj(x)− e(x, z)
f1(x) = −(1 + r)0.5Π5i=1xi
fj(x) = −(1 + r)0.5(1− x6−j+1)Π6−ji=1xi with j = 2 . . . 5
f6(x) = −(1 + r)0.5(1− x1)
r = 100[d+
∑d
i=1((xi − 0.5)2)− cos(10pi(xi − 0.5))]
e(x, z) =
∑d
i=1 α(z)cos(10piα(z)xi + 0.5piα(z) + pi) with α(z) = 1− z
4) QV experiment
In this experiment, we solve a problem from the general multi-objective optimization bench-
marks Shu et al. (2018). We have two functions with eight dimensions (K=2 and d=8) with
a discrete fidelity setting.
Function 1 has only one fidelity which is the highest fidelity
f1(x) = −(1
d
d∑
i=1
(x2i − 20pixi + 10))
1
4
Function 2 has two fidelities with cost {0.1, 1} respectively and the following expres-
sions:
High fidelity: f2(x, High) = −(1d
∑d
i=1((xi − 1.5)2 − 20pi(xi − 1.5) + 10))
1
4
Low fidelity: f2(x, Low) = −(1d((
∑d
i=1(α[i](xi − 1.5)2 − 20pi(xi − 1.5) + 10))
1
4
with α=[0.9, 1.1, 0.9, 1.1, 0.9, 1.1, 0.9, 1.1]
B.2 Additional results
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Figure 2: Results of synthetic benchmarks showing the effect of varying the number of
Monte-Carlo samples for iMOCA, MESMO, and PESMO. The hypervolume difference is
shown against the total resource cost of function evaluations.
Figure 3: Results of iMOCA and the baselines algorithms on synthetic benchmarks and
real-world problems. The R2 metric is presented against the total resource cost of function
evaluations.
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